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TABLE ",,0. 2.---{;ONDI'rION SIGNALS. 
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Th" LoWl'dt of Thr'ce Symhols. 

U,adiug of Position Circles: 
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I - ~ T + 
Intensity, &c.: 

Unknown. Severe. Unknown, Severe. Deepening. 

R&dius of Posl'ion Circles: 
:JO' 

• T + 
Intensity, &0. : 

Unknown. Stlvere, jlixceptionn.l 
velooity. 

• 
Contillelltal 
depression. 

TABLE No. 4. ~-'l'nl>J-slGNALS. 

Single Symbol at Masthead. 
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Position 

uncertain. 

Yesterday 
morning. 

Yesterday 
a.fternoon. 

This 
morning. 

This 
afternoon. 

I 
One Symbol at Yardt1rm. 
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It iH important that seamen should realize that the position 
of the centre of the typhoon as signalled is the position ac
cording to the data possessed by the Observatory at the time 
of the issue of the warning. That data may be as much as 
12 hours old. Thus, if the time-signal indicates that the 
warning was issued "This morning," it may be that the 
position corresponds to data concerning yesterday afternoon. 

lfthe signal" Deepening" is made, it indicates that there 
is reason to believe that the barometrie gradient and, con
sequently, the intensity of the typhoon are increasing. 

If the signal "Exceptional velocity" is made, it indicates 
that there is reason to believe that the rate of progression is 
25 per cent. or more greater than the average rate. 

If the signal "Position uncertain" is made, it indicate" 
that the data possessed is unreliable and that the pOKition 
signalled i's a mere probability. 

The several tracks which a typhoon may follow in the 
several months are very varied, and tho velocity of progrcssion 
is liable to be erratic. It is not safe to count on a typhoon 
maintaining a velocity indicated by previous position of its 
centre. The velocity is liable to increase very suddonly. 
Seamen ,are recommended to study from availablc sources 
tIle tracks and average velocities for the month and locality 
concerned. In the a bBence of more exact information the 
following table of velocities in knots for the several latitudes 
may be useful. 
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5° to 15° ii to 12 \I 11 22 
L5° " 20° Ii 

" 
14 10 12~ 24 5 to 17 10 1:1 22 

20° " 25° 7 16 11 1:1 19 14 " 2:3 17 21 :lO 
25° " 30" 7 " 1:1 11 IH 15 II " 23 18 2:1 47 
30° " :15° 10 II ,. :16 20 25 42 
:\;';0 .. 400 16 12 " 36 21 26 50 
40° " 45° 17 " :16 21 26 48 
.!fje " 500 1.2 " :36 21 26 I ;,2 
50° " 550 12 .• :17 21 26 4!J 

Seamen shoul,l realize that. whatever may be the probability 
of a certain velocity in a given case, there is alwayH the 
lK'8N ibility that it mfty be ~rcatly tlxceede<i. The safest ~uid" 
is to make allowance for extreme veloc:ity. 

TYl·HooS1S[HNAT~ . 

)l'"!;'''' 
A severe typhoon within :10 miles of lat. 26' N .• long. UW a F ... 

travelling N.E. 'Yarning issued this morning. 

D l'-:PRFl8!'510.N~SIO:\ AI.. 

A eont,incutal depression inlat. ;36° N .. long. 109° E., tT'avPlling 
KS.E. Warning issued yesterday morning. 

TYl'lIoo~ SIGKAL. 

Time 
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jl"O"d' 
A typhoon within 60 miles of lat. 20° N., long. 1220 E., splitting 

in two. Warning issued this afternoon. 


